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A reexamination of Voyager data has
yielded further constraints on size, shape,
and topography of Iapetus, and has revealed
a number of geologic features unknown so
far. The size of Iapetus is found to be non-
spherical, and it is somewhat larger than the
previously reported  radius of 718 km
(Davies  and Katayama 1984). Our best-fit
ellipsoid has the half-axes 767 km x 742 km
x  713 km. Huge mountain-like structures
with sizes of ≈50 km and heights of up to ≈25
km are located on the anti-Saturn side.
Crater counts on the bright and dark side of
Iapetus revealed  similar size-frequency dist-
ributions for both terrains.

The main scientific question for Iapetus is about
the origin of the very unusual dark hemisphere
named Cassini Regio. Many ideas have been
presented, but none is widely accepted so far. A
short summary of Iapetus research, Cassini Regio
origin theories, and our recent Iapetus work —
including the detection of surface features within the
dark area — is given in Denk et al. (1998, 1999).
This abstract describes recently detected topo-
graphic structures on Iapetus's rough surface, offers a
new value for the size of Iapetus, and compares the
size distribution of observable dark-side craters with
craters on bright terrain. Implications of the results
of this abstract for the origin discussion are
presented in abstract #2 (Denk and Neukum, 2000).

Iapetus size and topography. Recent limb
measurements of 13 Voyager images have shown
that Iapetus is a non-spherical body (Fig. 1). Cur-
rently, our best-fit ellipsoid has the half-axes 767
km x 742 km x 713 km. It must be noted that
Iapetus's shape — as far as it can be determined
from the limited data base — is rather irregular than
ellipsoidal. In fact, measured distances between
body center and surface range between 700 km and
780 km. A possible "bulge" in the southern
hemisphere is one example; another is a huge
mountain within Cassini Regio (Fig. 2).

Mountains on the anti-Saturn side. Near the
equator at longitudes 180°W to 220°W, Cassini
Regio extends into the trailing side of Iapetus.
Surface features within Cassini Regio mapped as
bright spots (USGS 1992) are identified as huge
mountains with sizes of about 50 km and heights of
about 25 km (Fig. 3). At least seven such
mountains are located in this area; they are all
bright and rise above the surrounding terrain which
is covered by dark material.

Evidence for mass-wasting processes.
Voyager images of the rim of crater Marsilion show
evidence of downwards moving dark material (Fig.
4). Craters west of Marsilion at the boundary of
Cassini Regio also show bright rims and dark
floors, somewhat reminiscent to craters on Callisto

and Ganymede (Belton et al. 1996, Moore et al.
1999). The mountain labeled "A" in Fig. 3c also
shows evidence for a "dark material ramp" that
might be caused by downward-moving material.
However, it must be cautioned that the resolution
of the Voyager images are too low to show
unambiguous details, but planned Cassini data
should be sufficient to proof the (non-)existence of
mass-wasting processes on Iapetus.

Crater statistics. Voyager 2 images of an area
east of crater Marsilion on the northern part of
Cassini Regio (Fig. 5) show sufficient surface detail
to allow first-order crater counts. Such counts reveal
that the crater size-frequency distribution within
(the counted area of) Cassini Regio is similar to the
size-frequency distribution of the bright north-polar
terrain for craters larger than 20 km (Fig. 6).

Significance for origin discussion. A detailed
discussion of Cassini-Regio origin scenarios is
given in abstract #2. Here, just some immediate
conclusions of the described findings are presented:

• Non-spherical shape: Locking into synchron-
ous rotation should go much faster than for a
spherical body (~1 billion years for a spherical
Iapetus (D. Hamilton, privcomm.)).

• Irregular shape/ large bulges and depressions:
An irregularly shaped, Iapetus-sized body is some-
thing quite unusual in the solar system. Our sole
explanation at the moment is that Iapetus was
already cold, rigid, brittle before most craters were
formed.

• Mountains of Fig. 3: Difficult to explain;
possibly, a big icy meteorite "landed" on the sur-
face and simply broke into pieces instead of causing
an explosion with subsequent crater formation.

• Mass-wasting processes: Still speculative
within the available image resolution, but if con-
firmed, mass-wasting processes favor a thickness of
the dark material at an order of meters at least, but
not millimeters.

• Dark-side craters: The existence of large craters
on the dark side is inconsistent with a thick dark
layer that was created after the period of large crater
formation. Indeed, if Cassini Regio would be very
thick (kilometers), it should be as old as the oldest
craters.

Cassini orbiter prospects. The Cassini orbiter
is expected to image Iapetus during orbit 49 on 10
Sep 2007 with a spatial resolution for the ISS
camera of up to 6 m/pxl locally, and between 75
and 560 m/pxl at longitudes 125°W to 305°W.
Between 30 Dec 2004 and 11 Apr 2006, most of
the remaining surface will be imaged at resolutions
between 2.5 and 6 km/pxl. These data should
allow more constraints on the composition and
thickness of the dark material, on mass wasting
processes, on the appearance (or absence) of smaller
craters and bright spots within Cassini Regio, on
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the size and global distribution of the large
mountains (Fig. 2), on the exact size and shape of
Iapetus itself, etc.
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Fig. 1: Color-coded absolute heights on
Iapetus, determined with limb measurements. The
data have been smoothed over a 15° wide area
along the limb. As expected for a non-spherical
body, the highest elevations are near 0° and 180°
longitudes, and the lowest near the poles.

Fig. 2: Two examples for large-scale
topography: Bulges on southern hemisphere (left;
image I21) and within Cassini Regio (right; I25).

Fig. 3: Seven mountains on the anti-Saturn
side with possible sizes of up to 25 km (images I23
(top) to I27). Note the dark "ramp" on the left flank
of mountain "A" in Fig. 3c.

Fig. 4: Evidence for downslope moving dark
material on the rim of crater Marsilion (40°N,
170°W; images I25 (top) and I26).

Fig. 5:  Craters within bright terrain extend into
the dark region. The dark-bright boundary appears
sharp and "painted". There is even a crater located
on the boundary, half inside, half outside Cassini
Regio (image I24).

Fig. 6:  Crater counts of the area shown in Fig.
5. The crater-size frequency distribution within and
outside Cassini Regio is virtually identical.
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Table 1: Voyager 1 and 2 Iapetus data used for
this study. The images are shown in Fig. 1 of
Denk et al. 1999.
                   Spatial        Sub-S/C
  TD#     FDS      resolution     lat/lon     phase
  ===   ========   ===========   ==========   =====
    Voyager 1
  I10   34951.56   29.8 km/pxl    1°N/  3°W     8°
  I11   34976.58   24.4 km/pxl   17°N/ 19°W    14°
  I12   35005.46   23.1 km/pxl   37°N/ 44°W    41°
  I13   35027.30   25.5 km/pxl   49°N/ 69°W    60°
  I14   35041.16   28.3 km/pxl   53°N/ 85°W    70°
  ===   ========   ===========   ==========   =====
    Voyager 2
  I20   43815.42   31.2 km/pxl   25°N/169°W    20°
  I21   43851.55   20.5 km/pxl   33°N/179°W    23°
  I22   43875.43   14.2 km/pxl   42°N/192°W    31°
  I23   43886.17   11.7 km/pxl   49°N/203°W    39°
  I24   43894.24   10.2 km/pxl   56°N/217°W    48°
  I25   43907.08    8.6 km/pxl   62°N/260°W    68°
  I26   43914.03    8.4 km/pxl   58°N/289°W    81°
  I27   43918.43    8.6 km/pxl   53°N/304°W    90°
  ===   ========   ===========   ==========   =====
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